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EOS Roof Light Warranty
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EOS offer the following Warranty on our product, as follows;
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This warranty covers the EOS roof light, comprising a hermetically sealed double or triple
glazed panel, aluminium frame and timber up stand (where applicable). This warranty also
covers all gaskets, fixings and associated items which form part of the roof Light.

3.

EOS will be liable for a period of ten years (two years for all actuators & peripherals), from
the date of delivery of materials onto site, providing the said defect can be proven to be a
manufacturing fault.
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The liability of EOS is conditional that installation and handling has been carried out in
accordance with EOS installation recommendations, whether this is orally or in writing.
Should EOS hereafter be responsible for defect, EOS can choose between;
A.
B.
C.
D.

Refund of the purchase price.
A prompt replacement delivery
Repair on site.
Other appropriate action where necessary.

5.

In the instance where a replacement unit is supplied, EOS will arrange for the unit to be sent
to the same delivery address as the original order at no cost to the client. EOS will not
undertake any onsite lifting or installation of the replacement unit.
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In no circumstances shall EOS’s liability to the buyer for any breach of this clause exceed the
price paid of the goods with respect to which the claim is made. EOS shall never be liable
for any consequential damage such as (but not limited to) working defects and loss of profit.

7.

The glazing must at all times be maintained in accordance with the maintenance manual as
supplied, following completion of the installation.
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